
 

1. Is the purpose of the Crestron Occupancy Sensor in each room to shut down the system when 

no occupants present, or are more functions required ?  Shutdowns will be based on occupancy 

status and time of day.  Additionally occupancy status will be indicated in Crestron XiO and 

Fusion to provide real-time occupancy feedback of maintenance scheduling. 

2. In rooms where ‘ALS’ (Assistive Listening System) is indicated on 1-lines, can we assume that this 

will be OFE gear that connects to the room system, since no ALS equipment is specified? 

Correct, the assistive listening system in these rooms will be an I/O plate with an XLR input and 

output.  To be used by user-connected equipment. 

3. Re: ‘Lab Classroom’ quantity: CO #03 Specs Appendix B states QTY 3 of this room type.  CO #03 

Drawing TA-602 indicates QTY 4.  Please clarify quantity. Lab classrooms would be 4 rooms: 102, 201, 

203, and 301 

4. Re: ‘Meeting Room’ quantity: CO #03 Specs Appendix B states QTY 1 of this room type.  CO #03 

Drawing TA-602 indicates QTY 4.  Please clarify quantity. Meeting rooms would be 4 rooms: 222, 316, 

318, and 319 

5. Re: ‘Computer Pods’: CO #03 Specs Appendix B states QTY 1 for projectors and screens.  CO #03 

Drawing TA-602 indicates QTY 2. Please clarify quantity. Computer pods room does have 2 

projectors. 

6. Re: ‘Computer Pods’: No IT room rack is specified , and it is unclear whether it is OFE or to be by 

AVC.  Please clarify. Rack for AV equipment for computer pods room will be located in the 2nd floor IT 

closet (2-S1).  Rack layout and location indicated on pages TA-401 and TN-401.  AV equipment will be 

located in the same rack as other telecom equipment. Not sure if this is considered OFE since it will 

be provided as part of the project, but the AV contractor would not need to provide this rack, it 

should be supplied by others in coordination with network installation. 

7. Re: ‘Digital Signage’: CO #03 Spec shows (2) Digital Signage displays.  In what areas are these to be 

located? Digital signage located in 1st floor lobby, room 100A.  See TA-101 and TA-410 (item 4) for 

location. 

 

 


